From Aged Care to
Maiden Class Fillies

J

ohn’s daily routines are as diverse as
they are rewarding; which is the most
satisfying aspect of his role. His days
usually start with some trust accounting in
moves onto the kitchen for the preparation
of three hearty meals and closes shortly after
lunch with a stint in the gardens. Not too
many people can say that they enjoy that
level of diversity without a boss looking over
their shoulder.
John hasn’t always worked in aged care.
In fact, his career has been as diverse as
his current role. Over the years he has
owned a successful newsagency in South
East Queensland;sold energy drinks as a
manufacturer; and found time to get his
CPA and work as a public accountant.
So, how did he make the transition from
this colourful career to managing such a
unique Retirement Community in North
Queensland?
“Partly by design and partly by good luck.
It started approximately eight years ago.
I was on the lookout for a new business
opportunity that I could manage myself –
“The soft drink business had instilled in
me the need to identify where your next
generation of customers was coming from.
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“If you really enjoy what you do for a living,
then work isn’t really work.”That’s the life
motto of John Wright, owner/operator of the
Management Rights of Westminster Lodge
Retirement Village in Andergrove.

With the aid of some research, I soon
realised that the Australian population is
residential aged care was guaranteed.
“Baby boomers are struggling with
diminishing nest eggs due to the receipt
of only partial superannuation throughout
their working life. It was obvious to me that
senior rental accommodation was the answer
to how retirees could conserve their capital

John’s outcome. He was introduced to
the concept of Management Rights by a
asset without necessarily having to own
the asset’ appealed to John. Suddenly his
career prospects, and geographical horizon,
broadened.
Owning Management Rights may sound like
a unique concept for someone in the North
Queensland region. However, the reality is
that the premiums in South East Queensland
for a business performing identically to
“It would have been an expensive exercise
But, by chance, I stumbled upon Westminster
Lodge whilst in Mackay on an unrelated
matter. It was the right size for me, it was

the right price, and most importantly, it felt
right for me. So, you could say, the “rights”
aligned; even to the extent that the business
is located in Don Wright Court, Andergrove.
I could see myself in this business. It offered
a work/life balance that I am still comfortable
with today.”
The transition to the new role was made
slightly easier for John thanks to some sage
advice fromthe outgoing Manager who said,
‘to start in a manner that you would like to
of change. He wanted to build a legacy
no matter who was in the driver’s seat. He
set about transforming Westminster Lodge
into a business which promoted consistency,
transparency and transferability.

What I hadn’t planned on was the
manifestation of a core group of residents
that underpin our community values.”
Westminster Lodge is a working men’s and
women’s retreat. Their social norms revolve
around what is fair and reasonable to all
concerned. Everyone is entitled to the same
opportunities, and everyone is expected to
pass the “pub test”.
“The most pleasing aspect of my role has
been the emergence of the Westminster
family circle. There are numerous residents
radius of our complex. This enables the
residents to enjoy the independence of
their own unit whilst giving their families the
peace of mind that their loved ones are safe,
secure and readily accessible.”
But all things must come to an end.

For John, he sensed the need for a
Westminster Lodge. His desire to be closer
to his family,coupled with his own looming
retirement spearheaded his decision to sell.
“I realised that I was an integral part of the
retirement plans of almost forty residents at
any one time.Yet, I had no retirement plans
of my own. It was apparent to me that the
successful retirees are those that had made
plans for their days after work.
“I have loved horses since my childhood,
so that was as good a place as any to start
planning for my own retirement. So, I bought
bold step at that time. She was a broodmare
heavily in foal. So,it quickly turned into two.
And, now number four with another on its
way.

“The time is once again “right” for me.
Rather than looking for a new project to
engulf me, this time, I have bred my own. I
have decided to exchange the kitchen for a
haystack; replace bed linen with horse rugs;
the mop bucket for a barrow and shovel.”
But, before John moves on, he needs to
pass the baton onto the next Manager of
Westminster Lodge Mackay.
“The role is rewarding,both personally and
three years.How many other opportunities
safe income?”
Assisting John in the sale of the
Management Rights is Katrina Nissen. If you
are interested in this business opportunity,
please contact Katrina at katrina@knwriting.
com.au.
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“I believe these are all qualities that
informed buyers are looking for in new
months were challenging as I am an
advocate of change by revolution rather
than change by evolution. You simply have
to be prepared to manage the fallout whilst
sticking rock solid to the targets of the
change management programme.
“The big payoff comes in the form
of predictable and easily measurable
performance.
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